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ABSTRACT
Due to the increasing user expectation on watching experience, moving web high quality video streaming content
from the small screen in mobile devices to the larger TV screen has become popular. It is crucial to develop
video quality metrics to measure the quality change for various devices or network conditions. In this paper,
we propose an automated scoring system to quantify user satisfaction. We compare the quality of local videos
with the videos transmitted to a TV. Four video quality metrics, namely Image Quality, Rendering Quality,
Freeze Time Ratio and Rate of Freeze Events are used to measure video quality change during web content
mirroring. To measure image quality and rendering quality, we compare the matched frames between the source
video and the destination video using barcode tools. Freeze time ratio and rate of freeze events are measured
after extracting video timestamps. Several user studies are conducted to evaluate the impact of each objective
video quality metric on the subjective user watching experience.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, video traffic has become a significant fraction of the Internet data traffic.1–3 Studies show
that 57% of all consumer Internet traffic was used for video traffic in 2012, and this number will increase to 69%
by 2017.1 These percentages are for streaming video traffic (including both live and video-on-demand services)
and does not include video exchanged through peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing. Projections show that the sum
of all forms of video traffic will be in the range of 80% to 90% of global consumer traffic by 2017.1 According to
the 2013 global internet phenomena report, Netflix and YouTube account for over half of the downstream traffic
during peak period in North America.4
With the dramatic growth in the online video content, user expectation for high quality streaming video
and viewing experience is continuously increasing. Studies show that Internet video to TV doubled in 2012,
and will continue to grow at a rapid pace, increasing fivefold by 2017.1 Many video streaming devices provide
the capability of projecting web video content from the screens in mobile devices to a larger TV screen. We
call this feature “web content mirroring.” However, fundamental questions, such as whether the mirrored web
content quality is good enough in terms of user satisfaction, have not been formally addressed. One of the major
challenges lies in the lack of an objective score to quantify the degree of user satisfaction. In this context, it
is crucial to develop video quality metrics and understand how these metrics affect user viewing experience in
order to best utilize internet resources to optimize user experience.
In this paper, we propose an automated scoring system, geared to Google’s Chromecast product, but generalizable to other video streaming services, to quantify user satisfaction. We compare the quality of source videos
with the videos transmitted to the TV. The general diagram of video transmission is shown in Figure 1. To be
displayed on a TV, the video data is first captured and encoded in the Chrome web browser, transmitted over
a Wi-Fi network, received and decoded in Chromecast, and finally displayed on the TV screen through HDMI
connection.
To focus on the evaluation of web content mirroring quality and reduce the effect of a source video as much
as possible, we choose to play the source video locally. While capturing the destination video, we want the video
to be as similar as shown in TV. Due to High-Definition Copyright Projection (HDCP), we can not capture the
destination video in the HDMI output port. In our system, we save the video raw data before it is rendered to

Figure 1. A diagram of transmitting source videos to the TV through Chromecast.

Chromecast’s Marvell hardware and use it as the destination video. The source video and the destination video
are compared to evaluate the quality of a web content mirroring session.
To estimate a user’s viewing experience of a video session, we first measure the video quality for the video
session. While there are several video quality metrics that can be used to characterize the performance of a video
session, we focus on the following video quality metrics:3, 5–7
• Image quality: The similarity between the original video frames and the available matching video frames
in the captured video.
• Rendering quality: The ratio of the rendered frames per second to the encoded frames per second.
• Freeze time ratio: The fraction of the total video session time spent in screen freeze.
• Rate of freeze events: the total number of freeze events divided by the whole video session duration.
We choose these video quality metrics to estimate subjective viewing experience because earlier work showed
that they have a significant impact on user engagement3, 5–7 . According to,7 buffering ratio is the most important
metric with respect to impact on user engagement. In this paper we estimate the buffering ratio with two metrics:
freeze time ratio and rate of freeze events.
Several user studies are conducted to evaluate the impact of each individual video quality metric on subjective
viewing experience. We scaled the user viewing experience from 1 to 5 corresponding to unwatchable, poor,
acceptable, good and perfect. For each video quality metric, we generate corresponding artifacts to videos to
such an extent that users score the videos from unwatchable to perfect. In this way, we find the user’s tolerance
threshold for each video quality metric. We use the results from user studies to measure the impact of each
objective video quality metric on subjective viewing experience. The video quality metrics used in our system
is unique in that 1) it is not derived from network-level metrics, such as the bit rate and packet drop ratio, 2)
each video quality metric is controlled and measured individually to test user viewing experience, and 3) the
objective score is matched to subjective score through user studies.

2. VIDEO QUALITY METRICS
According to the viewer experience report, viewers are less patient with poor video quality.8 Studies show
that viewers with a buffer-free experience watch 226% more and viewers receiving better picture quality watch
25% longer.8 In practice, however, subjective evaluation is usually inconvenient, expensive and time-consuming.
The goal of this paper is to develop objective video quality metrics to automatically predict viewers’ subjective
viewing experience. Given a source video, we measure the quality of the destination video in TV using four video
quality metrics: image quality, rendering quality, freeze time ratio and the rate of freeze events. In this section,
we will explain the video quality metrics in detail and the tools we used to measure them.

2.1 Image Quality
Image quality measures the similarity between the original video frames and the available matching video frames
in the captured video. Given a reference video frame (Fr ) in the original video and the corresponding frame
(Fd ) in the captured video, we analyze two well-known objective image quality metrics, the peak-signal-to-noise
radio (PSNR) and the structural similarity index measure (SSIM).
PSNR measures the average squared differences between a distorted image and a reference image. PSNR is
widely used as an image quality metric because it is simple to calculate and has clear physical meanings. Suppose
two frames are both of size M × N , the PSNR between Fr and Fd is defined by:
P SN R(Fr , Fd ) = 10log10 (
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Wang et al.9 describe a new paradigm for image quality assessment, SSIM, based on the hypothesis that the
human visual system (HVS) is highly adapted for extracting structural information. The SSIM is designed by
modeling any image distortion as a combination of three factors: luminance distortion, contrast distortion and
structure distortion. The SSIM is defined as:
SSIM (Fr , Fd ) = l(Fr , Fd )c(Fr , Fd )s(Fr , Fd )

(3)
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l(Fr , Fd ) is the luminance comparison function which measures the closeness of the two images’ mean luminance
(µFr and µFd ). c(Fr , Fd ) is the contrast comparison function which measures the closeness of the contrast of the
two images through the standard deviation σFr and σFd . s(Fr , Fd ) is the structure comparison function which
measures the correlation coefficient between the two images. σFr Fd is the covariance between Fr and Fd . The
possible values of the SSIM index are in [0,1]. 0 means no correlation between images, and 1 means the two
images are the same. The positive constants C1, C2 and C3 are used to avoid a null denominator.
Given the image quality metrics and a reference frame, we need to find the matching frame in the captured
video. Video encoder/decoder and video transmission can produce pauses in the video presentation that result
from dropped or repeated video frames.10 In our system, we overcome the problem by overlaying the input video
with barcodes. For the implementation of barcode encoding and decoding, we use an open-source, multi-format
1D/2D barcode image processing library, ZXing, in our system.11 Many barcode formats are supported in the
library, from which we select the most commonly used UPC-A barcode. This can be easily changed to other
formats of barcodes. An example of overlaying an original video frame with an UPC-A barcode is shown in
Figure 2.
The overall workflow of barcode encoder is shown in Figure 3. Given a source video, we first extract the video
frames in the YUV format. Then we use the ZXing library to generate barcodes for each extracted video frame.
The output of the ZXing barcode generator is an image barcode in the PNG format. We need to convert it to
the YUV format and then write it on the base YUV frames. Finally, the YUV frames with barcode information
are combined together and converted to the original video format for future transmission and analysis.

Figure 2. An example of overlaying an original video frame with an UPC-A barcode.

The barcode decoder is a reverse process of the barcode encoder as shown in Figure 4. Given a captured
video, we first extracted the video frames in the YUV format. Then we extract a barcode from each video
frame. The ZXing barcode decoder is used to decode each barcode. We match the decoded barcodes with the
original barcodes to find the matching frames between the source video and the captured video. The average
PSNR/SSIM of all the matching frames in the captured video is calculated as the image quality index for the
whole video mirroring session.

Figure 3. The diagram of the barcode encoder.

2.2 Rendering Quality
The rendering quality is measured as the ratio of the rendered frames per second to the encoded frames per
second. Rendering quality may drop due to several reasons.7 For example, the video player may drop frames to
keep up with the stream if the CPU is overloaded. Also if the buffer becomes empty due to network congestion,
the rendering quality will drop to 0. Note that most Internet video streaming uses TCP (e.g., RTMP, HTTP

Figure 4. The diagram of the barcode decoder.

chunk streaming), thus network packet loss does not directly cause a frame drop, but it could deplete the client
buffer due to reduced throughput.7
Using the barcode tools described in Section 2.1, we can find the matching frames between the captured video
and the source video. Thus, we can calculate the dropped frames by counting the frames in the source video
that can not find matches in the captured video.

2.3 Video Freeze
Since viewers are very sensitive to video freeze,7 we measure video freeze for web content mirroring with two
metrics: freeze time ratio and rate of freeze events. For a video mirroring session of T seconds, the freeze time
ratio (FTR) is defined as the fraction of the total video session time spent in screen freeze:
FTR =

PN

i=1 ti

T
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where N is the number of screen freeze happened through the whole video mirroring session. ti is the freezing
time of the ith screen freeze. The rate of freeze events (FER) is defined as the total number of freeze events
divided by the total video session duration:
F ER =

N
T

(8)

In our system, we measure the freeze time ratio and rate of freeze events by extracting the timestamp of
every frame in the captured video. Given the frame rate of the source video, we can calculate the ideal time
difference between two continuous frames. If the time difference between two continuous frames is above a max
threshold, it is considered as a screen freeze event.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several user studies are conducted to evaluate the impact of video quality metrics on subjective viewing experience. For each video quality metric, we generate corresponding artifacts to videos to such an extent that users

score the videos from unwatchable to perfect. In this way, we find the user’s tolerance threshold for each video
quality metric. For each user study, we ask the participants to watch some videos in a random order and give
a score describing the video quality after watching a video. The scores are designed from 1 to 5, corresponding
to unwatchable, poor, acceptable, good and perfect. In this section we describe our experimental results of each
video quality metric.
To measure the influence of image quality on the subjective viewing experience, 8 video clips are created
with different image quality. Half of the video clips contain slow motion video content, while the other half of
video clips contain fast motion video content. There is no frame drop or screen freeze issues with these video
clips. In total 30 participants watched the video clips in a random order and gave a score to each video clip. We
calculated the PSNR and SSIM of these video clips as described in Section 2.1. For each video clip, we calculated
the PSNR and SSIM both for all YUV components and for only the Y component. The results of the viewers’
subject score and the normalized PSNR/SSIM scores are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Experimental results of the image quality metric.

As we can see from Figure 5, PSNR for all YUV components and PSNR for only the Y component are
similar. SSIM for all YUV components and SSIM for only the Y component are also similar. Thus to reduce the
computation burden, we use PSNR and SSIM for the Y component of the video frames. In our studies, PSNR
and SSIM scores are both consistent with the human observation, but SSIM score is more adaptive to human
observation with regard to the change of video image quality. The PSNR and the SSIM have been discussed
extensively in many studies.12–14 There are no precise rules for selecting the SSIM or the PSNR for the evaluation
of image quality. In our system, we use the average SSIM for the Y component (SSIM Y) of all matched video
frames as the image quality index. In our studies, using the SSIM Y to approximate human subjective scores
shows nearly linear relationship between the SSIM Y and the subjective score, as shown in Figure 6.
To measure the influence of rendering quality on the subjective watching experience, we prepare 7 video clips
with different frame loss rate. Other factors such as image quality are kept the same. The video clips are watched
by 20 participants in a random order. The result of the average viewers’ subjective score for videos with different
frame loss rate is shown in Figure 7. As we can see from the experimental result, the average subjective score
is between “good” and “perfect” for a video with frame loss rate around 4%. For videos with frame loss rate
between 10% and 30%, the average subjective score is between “acceptable” and “good”. Videos with frame loss
rate above 30% are not acceptable for the majority of viewers.
To measure viewers’ watching experience on videos with screen freeze, we prepare 9 videos with different
number of freeze events and freeze time. The videos are watched by participants randomly. Each video was
watched by about 20 participants. The experimental results is shown in Figure 8. As we can see the result,
videos with more freeze events and videos with longer freeze time receive less subjective score. Comparing the
result for videos with 1 freeze event lasting 5 seconds and videos with 5 freeze events with each one lasting 1
second, we can see that users prefer longer freeze time instead of more freeze events.

Figure 6. Experimental results of using linear transform from SSIM Y to the subject score.

Figure 7. Experimental results of the rendering quality metric.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Some video streaming devices provide the capability of projecting web video content from the small screens in
mobile devices to a larger TV screen. The goal of this work is to develop video quality metrics and understand
how these metrics affect user viewing experience in order to best utilize internet resources to optimize user
experience. We proposed to use four video quality metrics, namely Image Quality, Rendering Quality, Freeze
Time Ratio and Rate of Freeze Events, to measure the video quality change for web content mirroring. To
measure image quality and rendering quality, we compare the matched frames between the source video and the
destination video using barcode tools. Freeze time ratio and rate of freeze events are measured after extracting
video timestamps. Several user studies are conducted to evaluate the impact of each individual video quality
metric on the subjective viewing experience. In particular, we find that users are less sensitive to rendering
quality than other quality metrics and the rate of freeze events has larger impact on the user experience than

Figure 8. Experimental results of the freeze time ratio metric and the rate of freeze events metric.

the freeze time ratio.
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